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bloom ferruccio laviani
A lamp as valuable as Murano glass, as irreverent as a rock opera. Bloom blossoms forth in 
a scintillating and lavish cascade of crystalline flowers. Bloom is composed of a polycar-
bonate tubular framework entirely encrusted with tiny double corolla transparent polycar-
bonate flowers. The result is an industrially produced lamp with the form and stylistic 
complexities of the unique hand-made artefact. Bloom comes in an original hanging 
version: a cylindrical version suggestive of the silhouette of an hour glass figure. There are 
three single-colors for the lamp: total transparency and opaque white for a refined ethereal 
effect, plus a sexy pink and black mix. A series of bulbs positioned along the internal frame-
work diffuses beams of light through the petals and reflects off their faceted surfaces 
radiating a thousand reflections. A new way of interpreting the traditional lamp with that 
special added touch. Veritable work of art that furnish and fill a room all on its own creating 
an atmosphere of sparkling splendor.

materials:
polycarbonate
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9251

Transparent

B4/crystal

RN/pink-black

Matte

03/white

09/black

9251

  
 

 

diameter   height  length

 

Ø  shade  min÷max

9251

20 6/7  275/9  311/2÷941/2

 

53 70 80÷240

9261/9266/9271/9276/9281

Transparent

B4/crystal

LV/lavender

MN/mint

Matte

03/white

9261  
S2  

diameter   height  length
Ø  di�user  cord
11  7 1/2  113/7÷86 2/9

28  19  29÷219

9266  
S1  

diameter   height  length
Ø  di�user  cord

20 6/7  137/9  175/7÷921/2

53  35  45÷235

9281  
S0  

diameter   height  length
Ø  di�user  min÷max

311/2  20 2/7  23 5/8÷98 3/7

80  51.5  60÷250

9271  
CW2  

diameter   height  
Ø  di�user  
11  8 2/3  
28  22  

9276  
C1  

diameter   height  
Ø  di�user  

20 6/7  151/3  
53  39  
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